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A B S T R A C T

We examine an extensive synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data set from the Arctic Ocean spanning a time period
from January to June 2015, with the aim of identifying multi-polarization parameters that can be used to
accurately separate newly formed sea ice from the surroundings. Newly formed sea ice areas both provide
favourable routing for ship traffic, and are key to Arctic climate science because they enable heat exchange
between the ocean and the atmosphere. Our data set encompasses three different frequencies, X-, C- and L-band,
at a range of incidence angles, and were acquired under different environmental conditions. Our results suggest
that by combining the scattering entropy and the co-polarization ratio we can successfully separate the newly
formed sea ice from open water and thicker sea ice within all three frequencies throughout the winter and spring
season. We observe a high correlation between scattering entropy values calculated using quad-polarization C-
and L-band data and scattering entropy values calculated using the same scenes reduced to the co-polarization
channels (HH and VV). We therefore conclude that dual-polarization (HH and VV) X-band scenes can be directly
used to complement quad-polarimetric C- and L-band scenes for studies of newly formed sea ice. To confine the
quad-polarimetric data sets to their co-polarization channels one can ensure a higher signal-to-noise ratio.
Incidence angles below 35° are needed to keep the signal-to-noise ratios sufficiently high for the scattering
entropy and co-polarization ratio. Due to its lack of incidence angle dependency, the polarization difference can
provide additional support in newly formed sea ice studies. The regular coverage of the Arctic Ocean with C-
band SAR means that such scenes should to be included in any automatic monitoring, however, X- and L-band
SAR can, based on their difference in penetration depth, provide additional information about newly formed sea
ice types and surface structure.

1. Introduction

Maritime activities in the Arctic region mean routing and operations
within ice infested areas. Areas with newly formed sea ice or open
water, such as leads, are important for a more cost-effective passage
through the ice. They are also important for energy exchange between
the ocean and the atmosphere and can permit transmission of enough
light into the ocean to initiate and sustain algae blooms in regions
where otherwise the consolidated ice cover wouldn’t allow (Assmy
et al., 2017). Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite scenes offer spa-
tial resolutions down to the meter scale and are independent of light
and clouds. Due to this all-season capability SAR is widely used for sea
ice monitoring and C-band SAR has traditionally been used to monitor
sea ice extent, concentration, drift speed and ice type, e.g., Maillard
et al. (2005), Thomas et al. (2011), and Walker et al. (2006). Work by,

e.g., Casey et al. (2016), Dierking and Busche (2006), Eriksson et al.
(2010), and Lehtiranta et al. (2015) has identified that other SAR fre-
quencies can contribute useful information for sea ice classification
where Casey et al. (2016) investigated how L-band SAR can contribute
to sea ice type products during the melt season. Using X-, C- and L-band
SAR satellite data in combination allows us to utilise the multiple
missions currently available (Johansson et al., 2017).

In addition to SAR sensors, passive microwave sensors have been
used to estimate newly formed sea ice thickness as well as to study the
sea ice freeze-up. Notably work by, e.g., Kaleschke et al. (2012) focused
on the initial growth in the freeze-up period, Markus et al. (2009) used
a time series to assess changes in the freeze-up, and work by Martin
et al. (2004) focused in thin ice thickness estimates.

With respect to SAR studies, e.g., Zakhvatkina et al. (2017), have
shown that dual or quad polarimetric SAR is needed to accurately
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identify and separate the newly formed sea ice from the surrounding
thicker sea ice. Here we define newly formed sea ice as the thinnest ice
categories including new ice (frazil, grease and slush), nilas
(0.05–0.10 m thick), and young ice (0.10–0.30 m thick) (WMO, 1970).
Identifying a set of SAR parameters that can be used for identification of
newly formed sea ice and separating it from other ice types under
varying temperature and incidence angle conditions is the scope of this
work. The availability of a temporally extensive multi-frequency SAR
data set with acquisitions in X-, C- and L-band, respectively, allows a
comprehensive study comparing the frequency dependent radar re-
sponse to sea ice under varying temperature and incidence angle con-
ditions. The parameters and their variability with temperature and in-
cidence angle can then be used as additional information for manual sea
ice chart products as produced by ice services around the world, and as
input into automatic sea ice type analysis.

Fully polarimetric satellite scenes typically have a small areal cov-
erage, though enables high resolution parameter retrieval. To enable
both high spatial coverage and increased amount of polarimetric in-
formation, the compact polarimetry (CP) SAR mode was introduced
(Raney, 2007). Works by, e.g., Dabboor and Geldsetzer (2014) and
Geldsetzer et al. (2015), have demonstrated its usability for polari-
metric sea ice observations where the latter study also focused on newer
sea ice types. Some of the compact polarimetry parameters investigated
in those studies have corresponding fully polarimetric parameters used
in this study, e.g., the Stokes vector second component (from CP) is
similar to the polarization difference and the right co-polarized ratio
(from CP) is similar to the co-polarization ratio assuming reflection
symmetry and reciprocity. The right co-polarized ratio is defined as the
ration between right circular on transmit, horizontal on receive and
right circular on transmit, vertical on receive, RH/RV. Moreover, the
degree of polarization (from CP) is similar to the scattering entropy
(Cloude et al., 2012). In Geldsetzer et al. (2015), separation between
newly formed sea ice and multi-year ice was possibly using, e.g., the
degree of polarization. Results by Espeseth et al. (2017) comparing
RISAT-1 compact polarimetry data and Radarsat-2 full polarimetry data
measurements have shown that the compact polarimetry and full po-
larimetry can be comparable. Recent and upcoming compact polari-
metry SAR missions includes C-band missions, such as RISAT-1 (ended)
and RADARSAT Constellationmission (upcoming), and L-band mis-
sions, such as ALOS-2 (ongoing) and ALOS-4 (upcoming). These mis-
sions will enable multi-frequency sea ice studies using compact po-
larimetry. This study, however, is confined to conventional coherent
linear on transmit and linear on receive SAR systems.

The manuscript is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a review of
previous related studies. Section 3 describes the experimental setup and
the data collection. Satellite data processing and extracted polarimetric
information is introduced in Section 4. A multi-sensor analysis is pre-
sented in Section 5 and in Section 6 implications for operational
monitoring of sea ice is discussed, followed by conclusions in Section 7.

2. Background and previous studies

Dual-polarization SAR data has, when available, been preferred to
single polarization data due to easier separation between different sea
ice types (Dierking, 2010; Sandven et al., 2008). Furthermore, dual-
polarization data can be used to differentiate between open water and
sea ice, e.g., Scheuchl et al. (2004), Arkett et al. (2006), and Geldsetzer
and Yackel (2009), and are used by operational services around the
world for this purpose. Dual-polarization has primarily consisted of the
following combination; HH and HV. The first letter refers to the
transmitted polarization and the second the received polarization. The
cross-polarization channels (HV and VH) have been identified as an
important asset for improved sea ice classification (Dierking, 2010).
One reason for this is the reduced incidence angle dependence on the
backscatter for these two channels compared to the co-polarization
channels (HH and VV). The HV and VH channels have lower

backscatter values and are closer to the noise floor than the HH and VV
channels. Using spacebourne SAR data, Partington et al. (2010) con-
cluded that for newly formed sea ice studies the HV-channel was only
useful for incidence angles below 30° due to the signal's proximity the
noise floor. Using airborne L-band SAR, Wakabayashi et al. (2004)
concluded that incidence angles< 45° were needed to differentiate
between different sea ice types due to the low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the HV-channel.

Dual-polarization SAR satellite products with a combination of the
two co-polarization channels HH and VV, have been found particularly
useful for newly formed sea ice separation from surrounding ice (see
Ressel and Singha, 2016 and references therein). The TerraSAR-X sa-
tellite has experimental quad-polarization capabilities (Ressel and
Singha, 2016; Johansson et al., 2017) but also offers the HH/VV com-
bination as an option for the standard dual-polarization acquisitions.
From this follows that the backscatter values from the respective co-
polarization channels can be used for identification of different sea ice
classes, and such identification can then be complemented and im-
proved by also calculating parameters such as the co-polarization ratio
and the polarimetric difference. Making use of quad-polarimetric SAR,
Dierking and Wesche (2014), Gill et al. (2013), Wakabayashi et al.
(2004), Wakabayashi and Sakai (2010), and Wakabayashi et al. (2013),
investigated the value of retrieving information about scattering me-
chanisms for sea ice classification. Combining the polarimetric in-
formation related to the scattering mechanisms and the variation in the
radiometry of the backscatter signal of the sea ice enables us to further
exploit the possibilities that quad-polarimetric SAR offers for sea ice
identification and classification. Substantial work investigating polari-
metric responses from SAR sensors mainly operating at C-band has been
done by, e.g., Drinkwater et al. (1991), Geldsetzer and Yackel (2009),
and Gill et al. (2013), though these studies have mainly focused their
efforts towards first-year and multi-year sea ice.

Geophysical parameters such as the dielectric constant and the
surface roughness affect the SAR signal over sea ice. In addition, is the
backscatter signal affected by the imaging configuration, i.e., the in-
cidence angle (see, e.g., Gill and Yackel, 2012; Lundhaug, 2002; Shokr,
2009; Zakhvatkina et al., 2013), the SAR frequency, the resolution, and
the polarization.

2.1. Polarimetric effects on sea ice thickness and type

During initial sea ice growth the backscatter HH and VV intensity
values (σHH

0 and σVV
0 ) increase with thickness (Nghiem et al., 1997). For

C- and L-band, the backscatter values increase by 6–10 dB when the
thickness increases 0.03 m (Nghiem et al., 1997). These backscatter
changes are also reflected in the co-polarization ratio (σVV

0 /σHH
0 ), where

an increased thin ice thickness was correlated with a decrease in co-
polarization ratio, e.g. Brath et al. (2013), Dierking (2010), Drinkwater
et al. (1991), Geldsetzer and Yackel (2009), Kern et al. (2006),
Nakamura et al. (2005), Nghiem and Bertoia (2001), Onstott (1992),
Wakabayashi et al. (2004), Winebrenner and Farmer (1995), and Zhang
et al. (2016). Kern et al. (2006) found that for a sea ice thickness above
0.6 m the co-polarization ratio approaches 0 dB in C-band SAR. L-band
SAR studies by Wakabayashi and Sakai (2010) and Wakabayashi et al.
(2013) linked changes in scattering entropy to sea ice thickness when
the sea ice was less than 0.6 m thick. Dierking and Wesche (2014)
observed that young ice and rafted thin ice areas also have lower
scattering entropy values compared to the surrounding thicker sea ice.

The change in the backscatter values in response to an increase in
thickness also relates to the incidence angle used during the study.
Onstott (1992) and Wakabayashi et al. (2004), among others, found
that for incidence angles above 40° the decline in co-polarization ratio
with increased sea ice thickness were more pronounced than for in-
cidence angles below 40°. A higher incidence angle may therefore be
beneficial for separation of newly formed sea ice from the surroundings.
However, a study by Partington et al. (2010) found that newly formed
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sea ice separation from the open water areas benefited from a lower
incidence angle. When assessing the impact on the incidence angle it is
also important to keep in mind that different types of newly formed sea
ice have different backscatter signature. Beaven et al. (1993) observed a
difference of 4 dB in the VV-channel between dark and light nilas and
Alexandrov et al. (2004) found that pancake ice had higher backscatter
values than nilas. This is in line with a study by Geldsetzer and Yackel
(2009) where they found that thin ice showed more variation in the co-
polarization ratio than first year ice and multi-year ice.

In this paper, we study the relationship between the polarimetric
response from newly formed sea ice with respect to sea ice type, in-
cidence angle and frequency. Given these different findings in the lit-
erature, here in this study we assess within which range of incidence
angles a newly formed sea ice classification can best be achieved.

2.2. Frequency effect on newly formed sea ice studies

The SAR frequency used also affects the results, as the sensitivity to
the sea ice thickness is dependent on the penetration depth of the re-
spective frequencies. L-band SAR has been shown to have a penetration
depth up to tens of centimetres while the penetration depths into new
sea ice for X- and C-band SAR are of the order of centimetres (Eriksson
et al., 2010; Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992). As seen in Brekke
et al. (2014) C-band SAR is more sensitive to sea ice with a thickness
below 0.12 m and L-band SAR is more sensitive to sea ice thickness
between 0.12 m and 0.36 m. Since the X-band frequency 9.6 GHz is
higher than the C-band frequency (5.405 GHz) the X-band SAR will be
even more sensitive to the thinner sea ice range.

The SAR frequency also affects the scattering processes values.
Eriksson et al. (2010) observed that X-band SAR has slightly less vo-
lume scattering than C-band data, which is to be expected because the
penetration depth is less. Following this and the deeper penetration we
might expect the L-band SAR to have more volume scattering than the
C-band data. Using C-band SAR, Carlström and Ulander (1995) and
Dierking et al. (1999) showed that in the Baltic Sea for incidence angles
below 45.8° and dry sea ice the HH channel is dominated by surface
scattering.

3. Experimental setup and data collection

The Norwegian young sea ICE (N-ICE2015) campaign was carried
out by the Norwegian Polar Institute and partners between January and
June 2015. During the campaign R/V Lance was frozen into, and drifted
with, the sea ice in the region north of Svalbard (Granskog et al., 2016).
We use 59 high resolution (1–8 m) overlapping dual polarization X-
band and quad-polarization C- and L- band SAR images obtained during
this drift campaign. In addition, meteorological observations and ac-
curate positioning data were collected on-board R/V Lance. In-situ data
including helicopter-borne electromagnetic (EM) sea ice plus snow
thickness measurements (King et al., 2016), ground based measure-
ments of ice and snow thickness (Rösel et al., 2016) and salinity
(Gerland et al., 2017), and sea ice drift (Itkin et al., 2015) were ac-
quired in the study region north of Svalbard.

During this campaign newly formed sea ice was observed in pre-
viously open leads which had refrozen. We focus our study on these
leads. The accuracy (± 0.10 m) (Haas et al., 2009) of the airborne EM
thickness measurements means that while leads are easily identified
within the thicker pack ice, it is not possible to differentiate between
different classes of young ice in the leads based on the EM thickness
alone. Therefore, we also make use of photographs taken and notes
made during the helicopter flights to identify different classes of newly
formed sea ice and surface structures. The newly formed sea ice classes
observed during flights include thin ice with a thin snow cover, grey
nilas as well as refrozen lead covered in frost flowers.

In this study, we make use of a six months long sequence of SAR
data acquisition during which the air temperatures ranged from −31 °C

to +1 °C. We investigate the effect of temperature and incidence angle
on the newly formed sea ice observed within the SAR data. The three
different frequencies, X-, C- and L-band, enable us to do comparative
studies between the separate frequencies and their response to changes
in temperature and incidence angle.

3.1. Study area

The study area is located north of Svalbard and extends from 7° W to
26° E and from 80° N to 84° N (Fig. 1). The study lasted from 12 January
to 24 June 2015. R/V Lance was moored up to and drifted with four
different sea ice floes (floes 1–4). When an ice floe that the ship was
moored up to broke up, the ship was repositioned and moored up to a
new ice floe further north-east (Granskog et al., 2016). The majority of
the satellite images were obtained over or near the position of R/V
Lance. The drifting pattern of the ship therefore affected the selected
location of the satellite image acquisitions.

In-situ data from the N-ICE2015 drift ice study show that the ice
cover primarily was a mixture of first-year ice and second-year ice
(Granskog et al., 2017), though there were also areas with nilas, young
grey ice and pancake ice. Frost flowers were often observed on top of
the young ice during the entire N-ICE2015 drift study.
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Fig. 1. Outline of the different satellite images used in the study, TerraSAR-X (green),
RADARSAT-2 (red) and ALOS-2 (blue). a) Overlapping satellite scenes: Solid lines show
satellite scenes that overlap in space and time with two other satellite scenes and dotted
lines show scenes that overlap with one other scene. b) Non-overlapping satellite scenes
with respect to time. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.2. SAR satellite data

During the N-ICE2015 drift campaign satellite images that over-
lapped in time and space were acquired. We use TerraSAR-X Stripmap
dual polarization (HH/VV) (TerraSAR-X) images, RADARSAT-2 Fine
Quad Polarization (RADARSAT-2) images and ALOS-2 Palsar-2
Stripmap Full Polarization (ALOS-2) images. Sensor details are given in
Table 1 and Fig. 2 presents an example of semi-coincident SAR acqui-
sitions of the three sensors. The SAR sensors on-board the different
satellites operate at different frequencies, ranging from X- to L-band. A
total of 17 TerraSAR-X images, 17 RADARSAT-2 as well as 25 ALOS-2
images were used in this study (Appendix A). Nine of the TerraSAR-X
scenes were acquired in ascending mode and eight in descending mode.
All but two RADARSAT-2 satellite images were acquired in ascending
mode and all of the ALOS-2 satellite images. All data were acquired in
single-look-complex (SLC) mode.

The TerraSAR-X and RADARSAT-2 scenes were obtained between
January and June 2015 and the ALOS-2 scenes were obtained between
April and June 2015. The time, incidence angle and middle swath noise
floor (noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ)) for the individual scenes are
presented in Appendix A. In Table 1, the incidence angle range and the
mean NESZ values are presented.

For two of the days, there is a set of satellite scenes for all three
frequencies that overlap partly in space and time and for four days there
is an overlap in space and time for two different frequencies (Fig. 1a).
Aside from this, numerous individual satellite scenes that do not
overlap in both space and time are used (Fig. 1b).

3.3. Airborne measurements

Airborne electromagnetic (AEM) soundings (Haas et al., 2009) were
carried out from R/V Lance from 14 April 2015 to 18 May 2015 (Fig. 3
and Table 2). The AEM flights that overlap with satellite data and are
utilised in this study are listed in Table 2 (King et al., 2016). Down-
ward-looking photographs were taken with a GoPro camera (model
YHDC5170) every 2 s. In this study, the photographs were used to
extract visual information about the sea ice surface, e.g., snow cover,
presence of frost flowers, rafting and sea ice type.

3.3.1. Airborne measurements data processing
The AEM system measures the distance to the sea water and the

distance to the snow and ice surface and the difference between the two

Table 1
Specifics of satellite data used in this study. The values presented are average values for
the different missions. Specific values for the different satellite images are presented in
Appendix A.

Mission TerraSAR-X RADARSAT-2 ALOS-2

Frequency band X (9.65 GHz) C (5.41 GHz) L (1.2 GHz)
Acquisition mode Stripmap Polarimetric Fine Stripmap Full

Polarization
Polarization mode Dual Quad Full (Quad)
Channels HH/VV HH/HV/VH/VV HH/HV/VH/VV
Range (Rg)

resolution*
1.2 m 5.2 m 5.1 m

Azimuth (Az)
resolution *

4.8 m 7.6 m 4.3 m

Rg pixel spacing* 0.9 m 4.7 m 2.9 m
Az pixel spacing* 2.5 m 5.1 m 3.2 m
Width 16 km 25 km 40–50 km
Length (per frame) 55 km 25 km 70 km
Incidence angle

range
20°–45° 18°–49° 29°–41°

Noise Equivalent
sigma

−22.3 dB±1.4 dB −32.9 db± 1.5 dB −36.0 dB (HH)

zero (NESZ) −46.0 dB (HV)
*Nominal values

Fig. 2. Radar backscatter σHH
0 scenes in dB from 28 April 2015 for a) TerraSAR-X, b)

RADARSAT-2 and c) ALOS-2. The range (Rg) and azimuth (Az) directions are indicated
with arrows. These scenes overlap in space and are separated by a few hours in time (see
Appendix A). The scenes have different areal extent and hence do not completely overlap
one-another (scenes B in Fig. 3). As references the orange and yellow boxes indicate the
same areas in all three scenes and mark key features visible in all scenes. The dotted cyan
box indicates an overlap between the X-band and the L-band scene. The white dotted
boxes indicate an overlap between the C- and L-band scenes. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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is the total ice and snow thickness, for details see Haas et al. (2009).
The nominal uncertainty for a single measurement is 0.10 m for level
ice, with significantly larger errors occurring in heavily ridged areas
(Haas et al., 2009). The footprint of the AEM system is approximately
40×40 m, with point spacing of measurements approximately 4 m.

3.3.2. Time separation correction
The sea ice drift displacement between the different satellite scenes

and the AEM flights was corrected for by using the drift track from R/V
Lance. The AEM measurements were relocated to the overlapping sa-
tellite image acquisition time assuming a uniform average sea ice drift
velocity within the region. This method does not account for rotation of
the ice within the region, or for local variations in drift speed.
Therefore, following the initial relocation of the AEM measurements,
the position was manually adjusted into the best possible match with
the image, using obvious leads within the flight path and image. For
flights #A, B and D, the data was drift corrected to the time of the
ALOS-2 scene closest in time (Appendix A) and for flight #C the data
was displaced to overlap with the TerraSAR-X scene closest in time
(Appendix A).

3.4. Environmental conditions

Air temperature at 2 m a.s.l. and wind speed at 10 m a.s.l. were
recorded by instruments mounted on a 10-m-tall meteorological tower
situated on the sea ice 300 to 400 m away from the research vessel
(Hudson et al., 2015). The air temperatures were measured with a
Vaisala HMP155 (RM Young Model 43502) and the wind speed with a
Lufft Ventus V200A-UMB. The data was recorded every second and
averaged over one minute. In addition, air temperature and wind speed
measured at 22 m a.s.l. on-board R/V Lance every 30 s and averaged
over 1 min. The weather station on-board R/V Lance used an Aanderaa
air temperature sensor (model number 3455) and a Thies Clima 2D
ultrasonic wind sensor. The primary weather measurements are the
ones measured on the sea ice and gaps in the data were replaced with
weather data from the ship based sensors, for details see Cohen et al.
(2017) and Hudson et al. (2015). The mean difference between the ice
based and ship based temperature sensors was small (0.18 °C with a
standard deviation of 0.85 °C; Hudson et al., 2015). The gaps in the on-
ice weather data primarily relate to the time from when R/V Lance
moored up to a new floe and before the meteorological tower could be
installed, and when the meteorological tower had been dissembled
before the ship left a floe. The sea ice based meteorological measure-
ments are shown in black in Fig. 4 and the ship based measurements are
show in magenta.

4. Methodology

4.1. SAR satellite data processing

For consistency, all satellite scenes were pre-processed in the
same way. Firstly, the scenes were radiometrically calibrated to
complex backscatter values using the included metadata calibration
information, see Airbus Defence & Space (2014) (X-band),
MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (2016b) (C-band), and
Shimada et al. (2009) (L-band). Secondly, the satellite images were
multi-looked (Oliver and Quegan, 2004) to reduce image speckle.
The amount of multi-looking was selected so that the different
images would have similar pixel size. Since the individual scenes
with a given frequency have different pixel size (Table 1) the multi-
looking is different for each scene. The multi-looked ground range
pixel size was set to correspond to the AEM footprint, i.e., approxi-
mately 40×40 m. This means that the TerraSAR-X scenes were
processed with on average 25×16 looks (range vs azimuth), the
RADARSAT-2 images with on average 7×5 looks and the ALOS-2
with on average 7×12 looks. The satellite images were geocoded to
a Polar Stereographic coordinate system using the WGS84 ellipsoid.

4.2. Newly formed sea ice mask

The satellite images were segmented using the algorithm presented
in Doulgeris and Eltoft (2010) and Doulgeris (2013). The segmentation
algorithm aims to separate the image into different regions based on the
statistical properties of the data. The same segmentation algorithm was
used for the three types of satellite images but note that for the Ter-
raSAR-X images we only have two co-polarization bands. Variations in
incidence angles are not accounted for in the algorithm. As the in-
cidence angle variations within each satellite scene are of the order of a
few degrees it is assumed to have a negligible effect.

Once the scenes were segmented, areas with newly formed sea ice
were identified visually. The SNR is not taken into account though were
not observed to produce any effects that could not be addressed at the
visual identification stage. Examples of segmented SAR images based on
the same approach as here are given in, e.g., Johansson et al. (2017)
and Moen et al. (2015, 2013). Sea ice observations from R/V Lance,
AEM flight information as well as meteorological data were used to aid
this identification.
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Fig. 3. Overlapping AEM flights (black), TerraSAR-X scenes (green), RADARSAT-2
scenes (red) and ALOS-2 scenes (blue). The letters A–D represents the respective AEM
flights presented in Table 2. Solid lines show satellite scenes that overlap in space and
time with two other satellite scenes and dotted lines show scenes that overlap with one
other scene. Solitary scenes have a dashed outline. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Outline of the AEM flights used in this study. For each of the flights the start time and stop
time in UTC as well as the satellite data it is overlapping is presented. The # corresponds
to the letters used in Fig. 3.

# Date Start time Stop time Overlapping
(UTC) (UTC) SAR data

A 24 April 2015 14:24 15:27 C, L
B 29 April 2015 09:04 10:11 X, C, L
C 30 April 2015 09:10 10:15 X
D 18 May 2015 11:41 12:22 L
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In the following, we only analyse SAR data from these identified
areas with newly formed sea ice.

4.3. Polarimetric characteristics of sea ice

Within this study, we analyse the newly formed sea ice polarimetric
SAR information for various incidence angles, SAR frequencies and
temperatures. We compare how the newly formed sea ice in leads is
observed using the (i) co-polarization ratio, (ii) polarization difference,
(iii) scattering entropy, and (iv) scattering angle.

4.3.1. Polarimetric information
The full scattering matrix S, is defined as;

= ⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

= ⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
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S
S S
S S

S e S e
S e S e

| | | |
| | | |

.HH VH

HV VV
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jϕ

VH
jϕ
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jϕ
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jϕ

HH VH

HV VV (1)

The first letter in the subscript refers to the transmitted polarization and
the second the received polarization. |⋅| and ϕ denote the amplitudes
and the phases of the measured complex scattering coefficients. We
assume reciprocity, i.e., SHV = SVH.

4.3.2. Feature definitions
The data was calibrated so that the pixel values could be directly

related to the radar backscatter coefficient (σ0) values. The back-
scattering coefficients in dB are given as;
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where ⟨⋅⟩ is averaging over a neighbourhood of N pixels. Hence, Eq. (2)
represents the multi-looked intensity images for the three polarization
channels.

For the feature analysis, the co-polarization ratio (γco) was calcu-
lated as;

⎜ ⎟= × ⎛
⎝

⟨ ⟩
⟨ ⟩

⎞
⎠

γ S
S

10 log | |
| |

.co
VV

HH
10

2

2 (3)

Assuming that we are within the Bragg domain the ratio is independent
of roughness, but dependent on the complex relative permittivity of the
medium and the incidence angle (θ).

The polarization difference (PD) was calculated as;

= ⟨ ⟩ − ⟨ ⟩PD S S| | | | .VV HH
2 2 (4)

Note that PD is defined on a linear scale and may suppress non-polar-
ized scattering (Kudryavtsev et al., 2013). Kudryavtsev et al. (2013)
successfully used PD to enhance the signature of near-surface wind
variability and presence of oil spills in open water. Oil spills are gen-
erally characterised by low backscatter values (Brekke et al., 2014) and
as such have a comparable polarimetric response to the newly formed
sea ice areas discussed here. Using PD the non-polarized component can
be separated from the polarized one in the analysed data.

The scattering entropy (H) is one part of the H/α decomposition by
Cloude and Pottier (1997), where α is the scattering angle. In this study
the SAR classification scheme of Cloude and Pottier (1997) is used to
distinguish between the different types of scattering mechanisms for the
fully polarimetric RADARSAT-2 and ALOS-2 images. For the TerraSAR-
X scenes, a dual-polarization H/α decomposition is made.

For the H/α decomposition we first define the Pauli scattering
vector k for quad-polarization data;

= + −k S S S S S1
2

[ 2 ]HH VV HH VV HV
t

(5)

where t denotes the vector transpose. For dual-polarization (HH/VV)
data the scattering vector becomes;
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Fig. 4. Meteorological data. a) Air temperature. b) Wind speed. The black lines indicate the data measured on the sea ice and the magenta lines indicate data measured on-board R/V
Lance. The vertical lines indicate time of satellite image acquisitions for X-band (green), C-band (red), and L-band (blue). The dotted black line in a) marks 0 °C. The lack of data from the
end of March until mid-April corresponds to the mid-way break in the drift ice study. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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= + −k S S S S1
2

[ ] .HH VV HH VV
t

(6)

The H/α decomposition parameters are then calculated from the ei-
genvalues and eigenvectors of the coherency matrix Td. The d×d co-
herency matrix Td is defined as;

∑=
=

T
L

k k1 *d
j

L

j j
t

1 (7)

where d is the polarimetric dimension, i.e., for the dual-polarization
data d=2 and for the quad-polarization data d=3. kj is the single-look
complex measurement corresponding to pixel number j. The super-
scripts * denote the complex conjugate, and L is the number of samples
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Fig. 5. Signal-to-noise analysis for the newly formed sea ice areas in a) X-band σco
0 , b) C-band σco

0 , c) C-band σx
0, d) L-band σco

0 and e) L-band σx
0. The blue bars indicate mean and standard

deviation of σHH
0 in a), b) and d) and mean and standard deviation of σHV

0 in c) and e). The red bars indicate the mean and standard deviation of σVV
0 in a), b) and d) and the mean and

standard deviation of σVH
0 in c) and e). The black lines in a)–c) represent the NESZ for each individual scene and in d) and e) the standard NESZ for L-band. The green lines in a)–e) are

6 dB above the NESZ. The incidence angle corresponding to each scene is the centre incidence angle. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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included in the computation of the coherency matrix.
H is a measure of the randomness of the scattering process and takes

values between 0 and 1. In the limiting case of H=0, only one type of
scattering mechanisms dominates while H approaching 1 indicates a
depolarized signal. α can be used to identify dominant scattering me-
chanisms. Values below 42.5° are indicative of surface scattering, va-
lues between 42.5° and 47.5° represent volume scattering and values
between 47.5° and 90° are evidence of double-bouncing scattering (Lee
and Pottier, 2009). The scattering entropy was calculated as;

∑= −
=

H p log p
i

d

i d i
1 (8)

where d is the polarimetric dimension, i.e., d=2 for the dual-polar-
ization data and d=3 for the quad-polarization data. λi are the po-
larimetric eigenvalues of Td and pi=λi/(λ1+λ2+λ3) for the quad-
polarization calculations and pi=λi/(λ1+λ2) for the dual-polarization
calculations.

The mean scattering angle (α) was calculated as;

∑=
=

α p α
i

d

i i
1 (9)

where αi=cos−1(|ei(1)|) is the scattering angle corresponding to the ith
eigenvector ei (Cloude and Pottier, 1997).

For the scattering entropy calculations, we use the full polarimetry
data in the case of RADARSAT-2 and ALOS-2. For TerraSAR-X, the HH
and VV channels are used for the entropy calculations. These results are
therefore not directly comparable with the fully polarimetric entropy
calculations. In order to facilitate a direct comparison, for overlapping
satellite scenes the RADARSAT-2 and ALOS-2 scenes are converted to
dual-polarization data (HH and VV) and a dual-polarization scattering
entropy calculation is performed.

4.4. Noise analysis

Newly formed sea ice often dampens the surface waves and hence
reduces the backscatter signal. Undisturbed thin ice regions (< 0.10 m)
are generally characterised by below average backscatter values across
the C- and L-band scenes. Wakabayashi et al. (2004) observe high
backscatter values across the X-band scenes. In this study, however, we
also observed below average backscatter for the X-band scenes over the
newly formed sea ice areas. In all these cases, the reduced backscatter
signal may then approach the sensor noise floor, i.e., reducing the SNR
levels. In our case, the X-band data has a higher sensor noise floor and
the data within these scenes may therefore be more affected by noise
when the backscatter signal is reduced.

The backscatter values of the cross-polarization channels (σx
0), i.e.,

the σHV
0 and σVH

0 channels, are known to be lower than the corre-
sponding co-polarization channels (σco

0 ), i.e., the σHH
0 and σVV

0 channels,
over open water and newly formed sea ice. These cross-polarization
channel values therefore often have lower SNR than the co-polarization
channel values.

Thermal noise that influences the backscatter values is known to
raise the H and α values (Kudryavtsev et al., 2013; Skrunes et al., 2015).
Hence, when analysing the low backscatter newly formed sea ice areas
it is important to include the noise floor in the analysis.

The NESZ values for the TerraSAR-X and RADARSAT-2 scenes are
calculated using specified meta data information as well as the local
incidence angle. Details on the NESZ calibration for TerraSAR-X are
found in Airbus Defence & Space (2014). The NESZ values for the
RADARSAT-2 scenes are beam specific values, (MacDonald, Dettwiler
and Associates Ltd., 2016a). For ALOS-2, the NESZ is a sensor specific
value and does not vary with incidence angle or scene (Shimada et al.,
2015), but one values is given for the HH channel and one for the HV
channel. The NESZ must be lower than the measured normalised radar
cross section in order for the signal not to be affected by the noise and

potentially be at least 6 dB above the noise floor to safely contain a
valid signal (Freeman and Durden, 1998; Minchew et al., 2012). The
sigma nought backscatter values for the segmented newly formed sea
ice areas are therefore compared to the scene specific NESZ values
(Fig. 5). The 6 dB level is not a well quantified value and we have
therefore chosen to use 2 dB increments above the NESZ values in the
presentation of our results to further investigate the impact of the noise
floor.

For the L-band scenes the σco
0 and σx

0 have values 6 dB or more above
the noise floor. For C-band, for θ>23°, the σx

0 values are in part within
the 6 dB margin of the noise floor. For θ>47°, also the σco

0 can be below
the 6 dB range but always stays above the noise floor. We therefore use
all C- and L-band co-polarization data and for L-band also all cross-
polarization data. For C-band, only the cross-polarization data at low
incidence angles is high enough above the noise floor to include all
polarization data. For X-band, more care has to be taken, as for many
scenes the co-polarization values of the leads can be below the NESZ
+6 dB safety margin.

5. Multi-sensor analysis

In the following section, we present polarimetric values for newly
formed sea ice for three different frequency data sets. The scenes con-
tain a range of incidence angles and were acquired under different
environmental conditions. A comparative study of the polarimetric re-
sponse with respect to the effect of incidence angle and temperature is
therefore possible.

5.1. Characteristics of newly formed sea ice

Newly formed sea ice was observed throughout the N-ICE2015 drift
study. The percentage of newly formed sea ice within each scene varied
during the campaign and between the different frequency data sets
(Johansson et al., 2016). On average the newly formed sea ice made up
9.6% of the X-band scenes, 4.8% of the C-band scenes and 10.7% of the
L-band scenes according to our classification (see Section 4.2). The
larger penetration depth in L-band compared to X- and C-band means
that the newly formed sea ice that is identified and separated from the
surrounding areas in L-band data can be slightly thicker. Within spa-
tially overlapping C- and L-band scenes, Johansson et al. (2016) were
able to identify a higher proportion of leads within the L-band scenes.
Newly formed sea ice with frost flowers on the surface is often mis-
classified due to the high roughness and volume scattering introduced
by the frost flowers (Isleifson et al., 2014; Martin et al., 1995). How-
ever, they can be easier identified within the L-band scenes compared to
the X- and C-band scenes, as the L-band frequency is less sensitive to
such surface structures (Arkett et al., 2008; Dierking and Busche, 2006).
In summary, the combination of high penetration depth, high spatial
resolution, and lower sensitivity to frost flowers could make it easier to
separate newly formed sea ice from the surrounding sea ice and open
water in L-band SAR than for X- and C-band SAR at the same pixel
spacing. In our case, however, the high spatial resolution of the X-band
scenes before the multi-looking improves the separation of the thin
structures within the segmentation, and thus promotes a higher like-
lihood of correctly identifying leads, specifically narrow leads, as al-
ready observed in Eriksson et al. (2010). We can therefore expect to
identify a higher proportion of small scale structures, such as leads,
within the X-band scenes compared to C-band scenes. In the following
we will test these hypothesis with our large SAR data set.

In Fig. 6, γco and H values for newly formed sea ice areas as well as
other, thicker ice classes and open water are presented. The segmen-
tation of surface types is based on the method presented in Section 4.2
and a manual labelling of the different surface classes. The figure is
made up of data from one scene for each frequency data set with similar
incidence angles but not overlapping the same area and not acquired at
the same time. The θ value for X-band is 40.7°, for the C-band scene
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36.3° and for the L-band scene 33.8°. The surface temperatures at the
times of the satellite scenes were all below −20 °C. The newly formed
sea ice (NI) areas are possible to separate from the thicker and older ice
classes, smooth sea ice (SI) and the deformed sea ice (DI) areas, as well
as from the open water (OW) areas for all the frequencies (Fig. 6).

A subsection of the L-band scene from 23 April 2015 (Fig. 6) is
shown in Fig. 7d. The open water areas with below average H values
compared to the rest of the scene are easily detected as dark blue areas.
The NI areas have H values higher than for the surrounding sea ice
areas and they are also easily distinguished within the L-band scene and
to some extent within the C-band scene (Fig. 7a and d). The lead an-
notated Lead 1 shows two distinctly different zones of H values for the
eastern and western part of the lead. Photographs show that the wes-
ternmost half of the lead was made up of newly formed sea ice with
small scale surface structures (Fig. 7I) and it had a mean snow and ice
thickness of 0.3 m according to the AEM measurements. The eastern-
most half of the lead was made up of one smooth newly formed sea ice
section (Fig. 7II) with a mean snow and ice thickness of 0.23 m. Pho-
tographs show that the entire lead is covered in frost flowers. In the L-
band scene the smooth part of the lead (II) has the highest H and α
(Fig. 1 supplementary information) values and for the C-band scene the
opposite is true. For the L-band scene the H/α values for the smooth
part II are within the domain of the dipole type scattering mechanisms
(Cloude and Pottier, 1997) and for part I within the surface scattering
domain. The scattering values within part II of the lead could be a
consequence of the penetration depth for L-band SAR, where the scat-
tering is expected to be a result of the ice-water boundary
(Wakabayashi et al., 2004). Part I of the lead likely experiences more
surface scattering due to the rougher surface and rafting of the ice as
seen in the aerial photographs. For the C-band scene, the entire lead is
within the surface scattering domain (Cloude and Pottier, 1997). The
rougher surface part of the lead (I), however, has higher scattering
entropy values than the smoother part (II), which is opposite to L-band.

Lead 1 is one of a few within this study where the γco values are
negative (not shown). In total, four of the X-band scenes and the C-band
scene from 23 April 2015 have leads with negative γco values. Not all
the leads within these scenes had negative γco values. The magnitude of
the γco values is comparable regardless of whether they are positive or
negative. In this study, we present mean γco values and we therefore
consider the absolute values of the γco on a logarithmic scale from
Section 5.2 and onwards. Geldsetzer and Yackel (2009) argue that the
second-order volume scattering caused by brine-wetted snow cover
may be a reason for negative γco values in the C-band data. However,
while there was a significant amount of snow during the N-ICE2015
campaign (Granskog et al., 2017) brine wetted snow was not directly
observed.

In Fig. 8, a similar lead is shown in a subsection of the X-band scene
from 1 May 2015. The lead crosses from east to west in the lower part of
the X-band scene. The AEM snow and ice thickness measurements show
that the northernmost part of the lead, denoted as I in Fig. 8a, has a
mean snow and ice thickness of 0.3 m. This part of the lead consists of
young grey and young white ice with a light snow cover and evidence of
some finger rafting (Fig. 8I). The middle of the lead, the dark area
denoted II, is confirmed by the photographs to be young grey ice and
nilas with frost flowers (Fig. 8II). The light area denoted III in Fig. 8a, is
made up of snow covered young grey ice with some thicker floes and
has a mean snow and ice thickness of 0.76 m (Fig. 8III). This latter
measured thickness is likely to be an overestimate due to a mixture of
thicker ice floes and younger grey ice within the footprint of the AEM
instrument. The thinnest newly formed sea ice was observed in the area
denoted II, and this area corresponded to the highest X-band γco values
(Fig. 8b), which very well separates this thin ice area from all other ice
classes. The low SNR is apparent in Fig. 8c where the area denoted II
have a low SNR and a corresponding high scattering entropy.

The variations in thickness and surface roughness that are char-
acteristic of refrozen leads strongly affect the backscatter signature. In
Fig. 9, a close up of the lead observed within the orange box in Fig. 2 on
the 28 April 2015 is shown. We can observe a few common trends, e.g.,
the γco, α and PD values increase over the newly formed sea ice areas for
C- and L-band. However, this increase is not uniform over the lead and
indicates that additional information about ice type and thickness is
included. The H values vary over the lead ice, though a change in
magnitude compared to the surrounding thicker ice is always observed.
The photographs from the AEM flight on 29 April 2015 (#B Table 2)
show a mixture of pancake ice and very thin ice within the leads.

5.2. Effect of incidence angle on the co-polarization ratio and the
polarimetric difference

To study whether the incidence angle has to be taken into account
for newly formed sea ice monitoring at different frequencies we here
study the dependence of |γco| and PD on the incidence angle. An in-
cidence angle dependence is observed for the |γco| values derived from
the C-band scenes (Fig. 10). The Pearson's correlation between |γco| and
θ is 0.82. This dependence is not present or much less pronounced
within the X- and L-band scenes. The Pearson's correlations are 0.29
and 0.34 respectively. It should be noted that the L-band scenes have, in
comparison to the other two frequencies, a more limited range of in-
cidence angles. The colouration of the different bars within Fig. 10 is
based on the distance between the mean σHH

0 values and the NESZ. We
can observe that within the C-band data the higher |γco| values are from
backscatter data that is closer to the noise floor and are derived from
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Fig. 6. γco versus H values for open water (OW), newly formed
sea ice (NI), smooth sea ice (SI), and deformed sea ice (DI) for
the three different frequencies. The markers indicate the mean
values and the error bars indicate± one standard deviation
(std). The same markers are used for the different frequencies,
though X-band is plotted using green, C-band using red and L-
band using blue markers. The X-band scene was acquired at 7
February 2015, the C-band scene on 20 March 2015 and the L-
band scene on 23 April 2015. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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scenes with higher incidence angles.
The dependence of |γco| on the incidence angle for C-band found

here corresponds well with the finding of other studies (Fig. 11), where
higher incidence angles also were found to correspond to higher |γco|
values. None of the other studies covered the same wide incidence
angle range as this study but combined they show a |γco| dependence
with incidence angle similar to the one we observe here.

For X- and L-band data, there is limited information in the literature
about the γco values for newly formed sea ice. One study by Nakamura
et al. (2005) used an incidence angle of 45° and found γco values of 2 dB
for X-band and 2.1 dB for L-band. The incidence angle used in their
study is within the upper range of incidence angles used here, but the
values are comparable (Fig. 10).

Comparing the linear difference between the VV and the HH
channel values, i.e., the PD, we observe no incidence angle dependence
(Fig. 12). The standard deviation is larger for the C-band scenes com-
pared to the other frequency data sets. The smaller the SNR the smaller
the standard deviation. Comparing the PD values to the σVV

0 values we
observe that the higher the σVV

0 values, the higher the PD values (not
shown).

In summary, we observe that for an operational automatic method
to detect thin ice using C-band SAR the incidence angle dependence on
the |γco| values needs to be taken into account. Due to the closeness to
the noise floor at higher incidence angles, low to medium incidence
angles may be preferable for newly formed sea ice detection. The pro-
blem is much less pronounced for X- and L-band SAR and for that
reason these frequencies may be a useful complement to C-band SAR.
However, at present no satellite acquires these frequencies with the
temporal and spatial regularity required for an operational service, e.g.,
similar to the C-band acquisitions done by Sentinel-1 and by
RADARSAT-2 for the Canadian Ice Service. PD is less affected by the
incidence angle and may therefore be a useful complement to the |γco|
values for all three frequencies.

5.3. Effect of incidence angle on the scattering entropy and α values

Similar to the dependence of the |γco| on incidence angle (previous
section) we here investigate the effect of incidence angle on the scat-
tering entropy H and α. If the influence is strong these values cannot
universally be used to detect newly formed sea ice. The incidence angle
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Fig. 7. Scattering entropy H on 23 April 2015 in a) C-band and d) L-band. θ for the C-band scene is 37.3° and for the L-band scene is 33.8°. The purple line is the AEM flight line from #A
in Table 2. The break in the flight line is due to calibration measurements conducted in mid-flight. b) and e) are close-ups of a) and d) respectively. c) and f) are σco

0 values from the black
transect line in b) and e). The lighter grey shaded area represents the part of the lead denoted I and the darker grey shaded area the part of the lead denoted II. Panels I–II are photographs
taken along the flight line. The photographs are taken in the middle of the westernmost part (I) of the lead denoted as Leads 1 and II are taken in the middle of the easternmost part of Lead
1. The photographs covers a surface area of approximately 40 m × 40 m. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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will then have to be accounted for in newly formed sea ice studies.
As the X-band scenes only contain the co-polarization channels the

overlapping C- and L-band scenes have been reduced to the same bands
for a comparison of the H and α values over the newly formed sea ice
areas. The quad-polarimetry α values differ substantially from the dual-
polarimetry α values for both the C- and L-band data and hence a direct
comparison between all three frequencies with regards to α values is
therefore not possible. The trend between the H and the α values is
similar in the C- and L-band quad-polarimetric scenes, where an in-
crease in H correspond to an increase in α. A majority of the C- and L-
band data fall within the surface scattering regime, i.e., have α<42.5°,
though the α values are higher for the L-band scenes than for the C-band
scenes.

The quad-polarimetric and dual-polarimetric H values have a
Pearson's correlation of 0.99 for the L-band scenes and of 0.90–0.98 for
the C-band scenes. Given the high correlation a direct comparison be-
tween the dual-polarization and the quad-polarization H values is
possible. This implies that dual-polarization X-band data can be used to

complement the other frequencies. Moreover, since the co-polarization
channels have higher backscatter values and higher SNR values than
the cross-polarization channels the distance to the noise floor is in-
creased by the reduction in dimensionality. Dual-polarization (HH +
VV) scattering entropy values may therefore be a useful addition to
newly formed sea ice identification, monitoring, and separation.

In Fig. 13, the H values are plotted versus the incidence angle. The
highest H values in the C-band scenes relate to the highest incidence
angles and the smallest range above the NESZ. The Pearson's correlation
between H and θ is 0.83 for C-band. A similar incidence angle depen-
dence is noted for the X-band data with a Pearson's correlation of 0.56.
One high entropy outlier is observed when the σHH

0 value is closest to the
NESZ values (blue colour in Fig. 13a). No such incidence angle depen-
dence can be observed for the L-band data, though a limited range of
incidence angles are used in this study. Wakabayashi et al. (2004) ob-
served an incidence angle dependence for the scattering entropy for L-
band SAR, similar to the one observed here for X- and C-band SAR. We,
however, cannot confirm this from the cases observed in this study.

Fig. 8. Subset of an X-band scene from 1 May 2015. a) σHH
0 in dB, b) γco in dB, and c) Scattering entropy H. The purple lines indicate the flight track from the AEM #C in Table 2. Panels I-

III are photographs (surface area 40 m × 40 m) taken along the flight line and they roughly corresponding to the I-III notations within a)–c). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Comparing our scattering entropy versus incidence angle results to
those from other studies (see Fig. 14) we observe a similar trend, where
increased incidence angle corresponds to increased H values. Our study
extends the previous studies to X- and L-band frequencies and adds a
large number of additional data points to the H versus incidence angle
space. Note that the study by Wakabayashi et al. (2004) includes H
values for multiple incidence angles at L-band. Results by Dierking and
Wesche (2014) show a similar trend to our study where the H values
observed in Fig. 14 correspond to α values of 13.38°, 13.71° and 15.78°
for young ice and 10.35° for rafted thin ice. This is similar though
slightly lower than the α values observed here.

Considering the results from the scattering entropy values and the
satellite missions investigated here we argue that incidence angles
below 35° are preferable for accurate identification of newly formed sea
ice. This is valid for both the X- and C-band SAR, though the effect of

the noise floor is more pronounced in the X-band data. Due to this the
actual values of the scattering entropy results should be treated with
care for the X-band results. The dependence on incidence angle is less
pronounced in the L-band SAR and hence using this frequency can add
valuable information.

5.4. Is there a temperature dependence in the polarimetric data?

In this study satellite data were acquired when surface temperatures
ranged from −31 °C to +1 °C. The drift campaign ended just when the
melt season started and therefore this study is not able to address the
advanced melt and freeze up season. Within this study, we do not ad-
dress the physical changes to the sea ice and overlaying snow surface
during melt onset and advance melt, but refer to excellent work by, e.g.,
Casey et al. (2016), Gill et al. (2013, 2015), and Geldsetzer and Yackel
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reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(2009) and for the dry season to Nghiem et al. (1995). Casey et al.
(2016) address changes in backscatter for C- and L-band SAR over first-
year ice and multi-year ice during the year as a consequence of melting
and freeze-up and Geldsetzer and Yackel (2009) addresses physical
changes to thin ice. Using two spatially overlapping fully-polarimetric
RADARSAT-2 scenes, one acquired at−7.9 °C and the other at +0.4 °C,
Gill et al. (2013) found that over first-year ice the backscatter values
and the co-polarization ratios remained consistent within the two
scenes. The scattering entropy values had a medium level of consistency
and the α values had a low consistency (Gill et al., 2013). Within this
study, we investigate whether or not there is an influence of tempera-
ture on |γco|, H and PD for the dry season and the initial melt season.

As already seen in Section 5.2, a dependence between |γco| and θ for
C-band and in Section 5.3 there is a dependence between incidence
angle and H values for both X- and C-band. It is important to note that
satellite scenes during the warmer conditions were generally acquired
with a higher incidence angle. Given that the X-band data have less of
an incidence angle dependence for |γco| compared to H we chose to
focus on the |γco| values. In Fig. 15, the already established dependence
of the data on incidence angle is reflected in the colouration of the bars.
A potential increase in |γco| with temperature can be observed from
−10 °C for all three frequency data sets, however, due to the incidence
angle dependence it is not possible to conclude that the changed |γco|
values are an effect of the temperature change. Moreover, the higher
temperature values may also be affected by closeness to the NESZ. This
trend is also reflected in the H values, where the highest scattering
entropy values are related to the highest temperatures. The PD values
show no trend related to the temperature and therefor have the po-
tential to be used throughout the winter without taking the temperature
influence into account. Overall, for below +1 °C we do not find clear
evidence of a temperature dependence for any of the investigated po-
larimetric parameters for the newly formed sea ice areas.

Summarising our finding, we find no temperature dependence for
the polarimetric features studied here. Though for future studies when
the temperatures are above −10 °C the incidence angles should if
possible be kept below 35°, as doing so may ensure a higher SNR in the
acquired data. This is valid for all the studied frequencies here, X-, C-
and L-band, though especially valid for C-band.

6. Implications for the monitoring of sea ice for operational use

Using the established sea ice monitoring parameter, γco, we observe
a clear separation of the newly formed sea ice from surrounding thicker
sea ice and from the open water (Fig. 6) for C- and L-band. For X-band
there is a clear separation between the newly formed sea ice from
surrounding thicker sea ice. Due to the incidence angle dependency for
C-band (Fig. 10) we investigated three additional polarimetric para-
meters to see if they could help improve identification and separation of
newly formed sea ice from other ice types and open water. Scattering
entropy and α values are sometimes (Brekke et al., 2014; Dierking and
Wesche, 2014; Wakabayashi et al., 2004), though not regularly, used
for sea ice detection, however, they are regularly used to detect similar
low backscatter features such as oil spills (Skrunes et al., 2015). The
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lack of incidence angle dependence (Fig. 12) and proven usefulness in
oil spill detection (Kudryavtsev et al., 2013) means that PD may be able
to provide complementary information. Moreover, the compact po-
larimetry approximate equivalent of PD, the Stokes vector second
component, has proved useful in separation of first-year sea ice from
open water (Dabboor and Geldsetzer, 2014). Within compact polari-
metry studies the inclusion of the right co-polarized ratio (approxi-
mately equivalent to the co-polarization ratio) was found useful to se-
parate thick first-year ice from grey/grey-white sea ice (Geldsetzer
et al., 2015) and the α (CP) parameter (Cloude et al., 2012) was found
to improve separation between new ice and thick first-year ice
(Geldsetzer et al., 2015). During freeze-up, the degree of polarization
(similar to the scattering entropy) and the right co-polarized ratio were
useful in separating new sea ice from open water (Geldsetzer et al.,
2015).

From the 25 L-band SAR scenes used in this study, we argue that
both γco and H can individually be used to reliably identify newly
formed sea ice within L-band SAR. A combination of the two provides
additional information about the surface structure and sea ice thickness
of the sea ice, i.e., they are complementary features. We observe that
the H values can be used to separate the deformed newly formed sea ice
from the smooth newly formed sea ice (Fig. 7). Earlier studies by, e.g.,
Dierking (2010) and Eriksson et al. (2010), both found that deformed
sea ice was easier to separate from smooth sea ice with L-band SAR
compared to C- and X-band SAR. Separating deformed newly formed
sea ice from deformed multi-year ice is important for safe maritime
operations. Using a combination of γco and H for L-band SAR may en-
able us to do so, and is something that should be investigated further.
Wetness is known to affect the backscatter signal and Casey et al.
(2016) and Eriksson et al. (2010) found that L-band is less sensitive to
snow wetness compared to C- and X-band. This potentially makes it the
preferred frequency during the initial stages of the melt season (we do
not observe any melt cases in this study). However, L-band SAR scenes
are at present not routinely acquired over the Arctic Ocean on a daily
basis though with future additional upcoming L-band missions such as
ALOS-4 this may change.

For C-band SAR both γco and H individually are good separators,
however, the incidence angle dependency limit their usefulness when
θ>35°. The PD values show a limited incidence angle dependence
(Fig. 12) and as such can replace γco when the incidence angles are
θ>35° provided there is a sufficiently high SNR. The existing daily

acquisitions of C-band over the Arctic, though often with the HH and
HV channels, provides a long data record as well as plenty of scenes
with different incidence angles. Combined with the extensive validation
of these satellite data any decision support method should take C-band
data into account even during the melt season.

The X-band SAR scenes used in this study were more affected by
SNR and the smaller penetration depth makes it more sensitive to the
thinner newly formed sea ice types (Fig. 8). The smaller penetration
depth compared to C- and L-band implies that a combination of at least
X- and L-band may provide additional information about the actual sea
ice thickness. In Fig. 8 a combination of both γco and H enables us to
extract information about the entire width of the lead. Despite the low
SNR in the middle (Panel II) the γco enables separation of this part of the
lead, while the H values enable identification of the width of the lead
(Panels I and III).

7. Conclusions

Within this study, we have extracted polarimetric information of
newly formed sea ice from a six month time series of 59 multi-fre-
quency SAR scenes. We have investigated dual-polarization X-band and
quad-polarization C- and L-band SAR response with respect to the co-
polarization ratio, scattering entropy, and polarization difference. The
overlap between the different frequency data sets enables us to compare
the signature from newly formed sea ice at the different frequencies. We
have made use of AEM measurements of ice thickness with corre-
sponding photos to confirm the type of newly formed sea ice observed
in the SAR scenes.

The co-polarization ratio has successfully been used in previous
studies to discriminate newly formed sea ice from the surrounding sea
ice and open water, though significant variations within the newly
formed sea ice class was observed. We observe that including in-
formation about the scattering mechanisms can further improve the
discrimination of the classes within the three different frequency data
sets. We reduce the C- and L-band data to dual-polarization (HH and
VV) data and recalculate the scattering entropy. Comparing the dual-
and the quad-polarization scattering entropies we find a high correla-
tion over newly formed sea ice, i.e., little information is lost by the
dimensionality reduction, and we can therefore compare the scattering
entropy values for all three frequencies. The smaller penetration depth
of X-band SAR makes it more sensitive to an increase in sea ice
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thickness at the early stages of sea ice growth and by combining X- and
L-band SAR we can separate the early stages from the later stages.

Furthermore, the low backscatter over some of the newly formed
sea ice areas means that the SNR is not always sufficiently high, par-
ticularly for the cross-polarization channels, for characterisation of the
newly formed sea ice though it may contain enough information for
detection. We therefore recommend that SNR for the cross-polarization
channels are calculated before use, and if the SNR is not sufficiently
high that the cross-polarization channels are removed over such areas
when the aim is to characterise the newly formed sea ice. For the
current Sentinel-1A and 1B acquisitions at C-band, this would mean
that in many cases only a single co-polarization channel is left for de-
tection of ice covered leads. For the discrimination of open leads,
especially wind roughened ones, the cross-polarization channel will still
be useful.

This study uses SAR images spanning different incidence angles and
we observe that the co-polarization ratio and the scattering entropy
values show an incidence angle dependence within the C-band data and
to some degree for the X-band data. An automatic system identifying
newly formed sea ice therefore needs to take into account the incidence
angle. For both the co-polarization ratio and the scattering entropy we
recommend that incidence angles below 35° are used to ensure a suf-
ficiently high enough SNR. The polarimetric difference lacks this in-
cidence angle dependence and can therefore be a useful additional
parameter to include in an operational automatic system.

By using the co-polarization channels (HH + VV) we can for all
three frequencies, provided that the SNR is satisfactory, ensure accurate
discrimination of newly formed sea ice from the surroundings.
Therefore, X (dual)- and L (quad)-band SAR scenes can be used as ad-
ditional information to C-band SAR scenes for manual sea ice chart
productions and as input into automatic sea ice type analysis.
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Appendix A

Table A1
Properties of the TerraSAR-X scenes. The NESZ is the mean value for the HH and VV channel averaged over the
entire scene. * marks scenes acquired in descending mode. Non-marked scenes were acquired in ascending mode.

Date Time Incidence NESZ
(UTC) angle (°) (dB)

2015-01-28* 08:09 25.1–26.7 −25.22
2015-02-07 14:43 40.1–41.3 −22.49
2015-02-12 14:51 40.1–41.3 −21.80
2015-02-17* 07:09 33.1–34.5 −23.60
2015-02-25* 06:26 39.2–40.4 −22.06
2015-02-28 15:00 41.0–42.2 −21.67
2015-03-14 14:09 35.2–36.6 −23.01
2015-03-20* 07:43 21.3–23.1 −25.64
2015-04-19* 07:00 42.7–43.9 −20.96
2015-04-22 14:00 39.8–31.3 −24.12
2015-04-28* 07:35 30.9–32.4 −23.69
2015-05-01* 06:43 43.6–44.7 −20.70
2015-05-01 14:34 27.5–29.1 −24.71
2015-05-16 15:00 26.2–27.9 −24.63
2015-05-31 15:26 26.3–27.8 −24.84
2015-06-02 14:51 34.2–35.6 −23.01
2015-06-13* 07:01 35.2–36.6 −22.88
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Table A2
Properties of the RADARSAT-2 scenes. The NESZ values are the mean values for each scene averaged over the
entire scene. * marks scenes acquired in descending mode. Non-marked scenes were acquired in ascending mode.

Date Time Incidence NESZ
(UTC) angle (°) (dB)

2015-01-26 13:39 28.1–29.8 −35.31
2015-02-07 12:49 19.7–21.6 −37.21
2015-03-19 13:22 24.5–26.5 −36.20
2015-03-20 12:53 18.4–20.4 −37.59
2015-03-20 14:34 35.5–37.1 −33.91
2015-04-23 14:42 36.5–38.0 −33.38
2015-04-23 14:42 36.5–38.0 −33.38
2015-04-28 15:36 42.0–43.4 −31.43
2015-05-20 14:54 25.8–27.6 −35.91
2015-05-23* 06:47 32.5–34.1 −34.96
2015-05-23* 06:47 40.3–41.7 −32.93
2015-05-24 14:38 22.2–24.1 −36.56
2015-05-26 17:00 47.6–48.8 −31.52
2015-05-26 17:00 48.4–49.5 −31.74
2015-05-27 16:30 38.4–39.9 −33.66
2015-05-30 16:43 48.4–49.5 −31.74
2015-05-31 16:14 37.5–38.9 −33.68

Table A3
Properties of the ALOS-2 scenes. The NESZ is sensor specific for the co-polarization and the cross-polarization channels. All scenes were acquired in
ascending mode.

Date Time Incidence NESZ
(UTC) angle (°) (dB)

2015-04-19 20:32 32.4–35.4 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-04-23 20:18 32.4–35.4 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-04-24 20:39 32.4–35.4 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-04-24 22:16 32.4–35.4 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-04-28 20:25 29.5–32.6 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-04-29 20:31 29.5–32.6 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-05-04 20:52 29.5–32.6 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-05-10 21:20 29.5–32.7 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-05-18 20:52 25.7–29.8 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-05-25 21:41 37.7–40.3 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-05-26 22:02 37.7–40.3 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-05-28 21:06 37.7–40.3 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-05-31 22:08 37.7–40.3 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)
2015-06-07 21:19 37.7–40.3 −36.0 (HH), −46.0 (HV)

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.10.032.
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